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A. 

L INTRODUCTION 

PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS. 

My name is Timothy J. Thiemann, and my business address is 139 East Fourth 

Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. 

BY WHOM ARE YOU EMPLOYED AND IN WHAT CAPACITY? 

I am employed by Duke Energy Business Sarices, Inc. as General Manager, 

Generation Services, Non-Regulated. 

PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR EDUCATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL 

BACKGROUND-

I received a B.S. ui Mechanical Engineering Technology from the University of 

Cincinnati. In addition, during the past twenty-three years, I have attended 

many seminars, workshops and forums on subject matters such as power plant 

maintenance and generation-specific technical training as well as other utility 

related topics. I began my career as a co-operative education student at The 

Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company (CG&E) - Miami Fort Station in 1986. In 

1987,1 became a full-time employee in the capacity of a Cadet Engineer at East 

Bend Station. Over the next several years, I was promoted through several of 

the staff engineering classifications. I worked at East Bend Station for 

approximately nine years. During that time, I performed various functions 

including the Work Management Coordinator, Boiler and Turbine Maintenance 

Liaison, Outage Coordinator, Maintenance and Operations Engineer. I also 

worked at W. H. Zimmer Station in a staff engineering capacity during the unit 

start up for about one year. 
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1 In 1995,1 was promoted to Superint^ident of Production Projects Bt our 

2 Gibson Generating Station. In this position, I was responsible for all 

3 maintenance and outage projects in the plant as well as managing the contractor 

4 maintenance work force. Toward the end of 1996, I was in the temporary 

5 position of an Investment Engineer working on a new capital allocation and 

6 justification system for the generation plants within Cinergy Corp., the parent 

7 company of CG&E. During tiiis time, I also held the position of Production 

8 Coordinator at East Bend Station. 

9 In 1997,1 left Cinergy Corp. and took a position at Enerfab Corporation 

10 where I managed an Industrial Maintenance Division. In this position, I was 

11 responsible for the profitability of the division as well as providing technical 

12 direction and support at various industrial sites \siiere we performed contractor 

13 work. 

14 In 1999,1 returned to Cinergy Corp. as a project engineer responsible for 

15 rebuilding gas turbines. I was promoted to Engineering Manager in 2000, with 

16 responsibility for all capital projects at the Company's East Bend Generating 

17 Station, Miami Fort Station and the Combustion Turbine Fleet. In 2001, I 

18 became the Production Manager at Miami Fort Station. I was responsible for 

19 the safe and efficient operations of all the units at the plant. In 2004, I was 

20 promoted to General Manager II at Miami Fort Station. In this position, I had 

21 responsibility for the safety, financial, environmental and efficient operations of 

22 the plant. In October of 2008, I became General Manager, Duke Energy 

23 Business Services, Non-Regulated. 
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1 Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR RESPONSIBILniES AS GENERGAL 

2 MANAGER GENERATION SERVICES, NON-REGULATED. 

3 A. I am responsible for managing services that support Duke Energy Ohio's (DE-

4 Ohio or Company) generation operations including: responsibility for long-term 

5 maintenance outage scheduling, fleet measures development and siq>port, work 

6 management practices, generating station financial management and business 

7 planning, management of long-term service contracts and responsibility for the 

8 CD/CCD Joint Owned Units. 

9 n . PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY 

10 Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY IN THIS 

11 PROCEEDING? 

12 A. The purpose of my testimony is to discuss the circumstances surrounding the 

13 extension of the Zimmer Generation Station outage in the spring of 2007 and 

14 explain how DE-Ohio's decision to extend the outage was reasonable and 

15 prudent and that the replacement power costs were reasonably and prudently 

16 incurred. This particular outage was the subject of two auditor 

17 recommendations in the last audit of DE-Ohio's Fuel and Economy Purchased 

18 Power Rider (Rider FPP), in Case No. 07-723-EL-UNC. As part of tiie 

19 resolution of that case, the outage issue was deferred for examination as part of 

20 the current audit. I also discuss how DE-Ohio has responded to three other 

21 recommendations made in the audit report and agreed to in tiie Stipulation 

22 resolving Case No. 07-723-EL-UNC. Specifically, 1 discuss changes to DE-

23 Ohio's maintenance practices at its Beckjord Generating Station, coal personnel, 
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1 coal sampling procedures, and spare parts inventory as required by the 

2 Stipulation. 

3 ra. DISCUSSION OF THE SPRING 2007 ZIMMER OUTAGE AND THE 

4 AUDITOR'S RECOMMENDATIONS 

5 Q. PLEASE BRIEFLY SUMMARIZE THE HISTORY OF THE ZIMMER 

6 GENERATING STATION. 

7 A. The Zimmer Generating Station was jointiy constructed by CG&E (now Duke 

8 Energy Ohio), Dayton Power & Light (DP&L) and American Electric Power 

9 Corporation's (AEP) utility, Columbus Southern Power Company (CSP). 

10 Originally, Zimmer was planned as an 810 Mega-Watt (MW) nuclear generating 

11 station. However, due to numerous delays and an order from the Nuclear 

12 Regulatory Commission (NRC), construction of the Zimmer nuclear station was 

13 suspended in 1982. In August of 1984, the joint owners decided to convert the 

14 station into a 1300 MW coal-fired generating facility. American Electric Power 

15 Service Corporation (AEPSC) managed the conversion. 

16 The selection of the AEPSC 1300 MW design resulted from an analysis 

17 performed in 1984 by EBASCO Services, which examined six alternative design 

18 concepts for the nuclear-to-coal conversion. This study established the 

19 conceptual design basis for many of the systems, including the turbine 

20 configuration and the modification of the existing turbines. AEPSC had 

21 successfiilly managed the construction of six 1300 MW units prior to the 

22 Zinuner conversion. The turbine configuration employed in Zimmer, although 

23 modified from the configuration used at the other 1300 MW units, was fiilly 
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1 vetted. Even the Staff of die Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (Commission) 

2 exammed the conversion process and reported its findings in its "Zimmer 

3 Conversion Project Staff Reconnaissance Report" dated July 1990. Specifically, 

4 tiie Stafif found the "management of AEPSC's en^eering and design for 

5 Zimmer coal conversion project to be effective and efficient."' 

6 The Zimmer Station began operation in 1991 as a base load coal-fired 

7 station serving tiie tiiree utilities, DE-Ohio, DP&L and AEP. 

8 Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE ZIMMER STATION OUTAGE THAT 

9 OCCURRED IN 2007. 

10 A. Zimmer Station had a planned six-week maintenance outage that began on April 

11 13, 2007 and was scheduled for completion on May 27, 2007. The scope of the 

12 plaimed outage included boiler and turbine inspections, scrubber maintenance, 

13 significant boiler tube replacement, and other boiler and balance of plant 

14 maintenance. This inspection v/as according to normal operating procedures 

15 and consistent with industry standards. During the inspection, damage was 

16 found in the low-pressure turbines. DE-Ohio determined that corrective action 

17 should be taken immediately rather than wait xmtil the unit's next planned 

18 outage. The planned four-week outage was extended until June 11, 2007, due in 

19 part to allow for delays associated vrith acquiring and replacing two rows of 

20 turbine blades on each of the two low-pressiu ê turbines. 

21 Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE CAUSE OF DAMAGE TO THE TURBINE 

22 BLADES THAT RESULTED IN THE EXTENDED ZIMMER OUTAGE. 

^ In re CG&E's Application for an Increase in Rates, Case No 91-410-EL-AIR, (Staff Exhibit 24 A, 
Zimmer Conversion Project, Staff Reconnaissance Report, July 1990 at 115) (Filed January 28,1992). 
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1 A. Following the failure of the turbine blades, the C(»npany had two metallurgical 

2 studies perfonned to determine the cause of the blade failure. These studies 

3 were requested by DE-Ohio and were provided to the Company. The first study 

4 was performed internally by Duke Energy's Metallurgical Laboratory and 

5 completed on May 14, 2007.. A true and accurate copy of a Memorandimi 

6 discussing this study is attached to my testimony as TJT-1. The second analysis 

7 was performed by Siemens Power Generation, Inc. A true and accurate copy of 

8 the study is included as Attachment TJT-2. I received tiie two reports, and I 

9 have reviewed them. Based upon these two reports, the failure of the turbine 

10 blades was determined to be high-cycle fatigue cracking initiated by several 

11 contributii^ factors, including pitting corrosion and Stress Corrosion Cracking 

12 (SCC) and improper welding techniques. 

13 Q. WHAT ARE PITTING CORROSION AND STRESS CORROSION 

14 CRACKING? 

15 A. Pitting corrosion creates small shallow holes on the surface of the blade where 

16 fatigue cracks can later initiate. SCC is caused by the combination of tensile 

17 stress and a corrosive environment, and was observed to have occurred in some 

18 of the aforementioned pits. Fatigue cracks developed at some of these SCC 

19 cracks. DE-Ohio beheves that the steam condition inducing pitting corrosion 

20 may be one of the contributing factors to the blade damage, but it is not the only 

21 contributing factor of the failures. As detailed in Attachment TJT-3, a paper 

22 entitied "Evaluation of LP Rotor Rim-Attachment Cracking Using LPRimLife," 

23 two of the additional modes of failure determined in analysis after the failure are 
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1 the stress riser at the base of the notch for the Stellite strip and the lack of 

2 penetration at the weld root in the under shroud welds on the turbine blade. 

3 Q. WAS THE TURBINE ITSELF EXAMINED AT THE TIME OF 

4 ZIMMER^S CONVERSION FROM NUCLEAR TO FOSSIL 

5 GENERATION TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE TURBINE COULD 

6 WFTHSTAND THE DIFFERENT STEAM CHARACTERISTICS 

7 BETWEEN COAL-FIRED AND NUCLEAR GENERATION? 

8 A. Yes. As I discussed previously, AEPSC provided project manag^nent for 

9 the conversion of tiie Zimmer nuclear plant to a coal-fired plant. AEPSC was 

10 responsible for the licensing, engineering and design, prociu*ement, construction, 

11 and start-up functions for the conversion. Prior to the conversion of the plant, 

12 AEPSC commissioned the Westinghouse Steam Turbine Generator Division to 

13 perform a study. This study was done to ensure that the conversion of the 

14 Zimmer nuclear plant to a coal-fired plant would not result in damage to the low 

15 pressure turbine blades as a result of the change of the steam characteristics. 

16 Attachment TJT-4 contains true and accurate copies of three Westinghouse 

17 Memos dated 9-24-84, 12-20-84 and 12-27-84 discussing tiie compatibility of 

18 the turbine for coal-fired generation. The study concluded that the conversion 

19 fi'om the nuclear steam cycle to the coal-fired steam cycle would not damage the 

20 low-pressure turbine blades. 

21 Q. ARE THERE DIFFERENCES IN STEAM CHARACTERISTICS 

22 BETWEEN THE ZIMMER STATION RUNNING AS A NUCLEAR 

23 PLANT AND AS A COAL PLANT? 
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1 A. Yes. The major difference in steam characteristics betwe^ nuclear and coal-

2 fired generation is that a coal-fired boiler produces steam at higher pressures and 

3 temperatures than the throttie conditions for a saturated steam nuclear turbine. 

4 The Zimmer Station coal-fired boiler is a supercritical boiler producing steam at 

5 3845 psig and 1010 °F. The steam generator for a typical nuclear plant 

6 operating at 100% power is designed to produce saturated steam at 1100 psig 

7 and 580 °F. Consequentiy, the steam leaving the supercritical boiler is at a 

8 significantiy higher pressure and temperature than the conditions at the throttie 

9 of the nuclear turbine. 

10 Q. WERE THOSE DIFFERENCES TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION IN 

11 THE DESIGN OF THE ZIMMER TURBINE AT THE TIME OF THE 

12 CONVERSION? 

13 A. Yes. In order to better match the steam conditions of the supercritical boiler, a 

14 new BBC Brown Boveri (ABB) High Pressure/Intermediate Pressure (Reheat) 

15 turbine was installed during the conversion. This new turbine is located 

16 between the boiler and the nuclear cycle turbine. This turbine drives its own 

17 generator, which provides electrical output in addition to that obtained from the 

18 nuclear turbine generator. The Intermediate Pressure (Reheat) turbine exhaust is 

19 transported via a very large (7 feet in diameter) and a very long (245 feet) 

20 crossover pipe to the two original Westinghouse Nuclear Low Pressure turbines. 

21 This design allowed for high efficiency and the utilization of the existing nuclear 

22 turbine. 
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1 Because tiie exhaust steam of the Zimmer Intermediate Pressure turbine 

2 (118 psig and 576°F) is lower than most supercritical fossil units, Westinghouse 

3 (Siemens) removed the first row turbine and generator end blades on the LP 

4 rotors to better match the crossover steam conditions. The removal of tiie first 

5 row of turbine blades better matches the initial steam pressure and allows for an 

6 acceptable pressure drop across the remaining stages of the LP turbine rotor. 

7 Q. WAS THERE ANY REASON TO BELIEVE THAT THE DIFFERENCE 

8 IN STEAM CONDITIONS BETWEEN COAL AND NUCLEAR 

9 GENERATION WOULD NEGATIVELY IMPACT THE TURBINE 

10 BLADES? 

11 A. No. Neither DE-Ohio prior to the Sprii^ 2007 outage, nor AEPSC at the tune of 

12 the conversion had any indication that the difiference in steam conditions 

13 between nuclear and fossil generation would have any adverse impact on the 

14 turbine blades. Moreover, there was no indication that an examination of 

15 differing steam conditions between nuclear and coal operations should have 

16 been undertaken at any time after the plant went into operation. As I discussed 

17 previously, the use of the existing turbine was a significant factor, if not the 

18 determining factor, in deciding to go forward with the conversion from nuclear 

19 to coal generation in the mid I980's and was analyzed before the decision was 

20 made to proceed vwth the conversion. AEPSC retained Westinghouse to 

21 examine the viability of the existing turbine for conversion to coal-fired 

22 generation at the time of the conversion. As indicated in the two reports 

23 attached to my testimony, the cause of the blade failure was not primarily due to 
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1 differ^ices in steam conditions between nuclear and fossil generation, but due to 

2 several contributing factors, none of which were preventable. The Company had 

3 no reason to believe the Zimmer LP blades were fatigued or damaged at the time 

4 of the planning for the Spring 2007 outage. 

5 Q. DID THE OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE OF THE ZIMMER 

6 STATION GIVE ANY INDICATION THAT A PROBLEM EXISTED? 

7 A. No. DB-Ohio is vigilant in the maintenance and operation of all its generating 

8 stations, includmg the Zimmer Station, as evidenced by Zimmer's continued 

9 efficiency and reliability. DE-Ohio performs routine mspections of the L-0 

10 blades during unit outages. These inspections gave no indication that a corrosion 

11 problem existed. The L-0 blades are typically associated with higher 

12 mamtenance due to operating in a more severe, wet condition and, accordingly, 

13 are more susceptible to corrosion. Exposure to stress damage was mitigated 

14 over time by continuous vibration monitoring as well as periodic balancing 

15 efforts that kept the turbines operating in acceptable operating ranges. Failed 

16 turbine blades have specific signs and symptoms, including but not limited to, 

17 increased vibration and heat rate degradation. None of the telltale signs of failed 

18 blades were apparent at the Zimmer Station. 

19 As indicated in the Auditor's own report in Case No. 07-723-EL-UNC, 

20 the Zimmer Station was one of DE-Ohio's most reliable stations in terms of 

21 availability. Further, the Auditor's report identified the Zimmer Station as being 

22 one of the most efficient units in the generating fleet, and provided historical 

23 data indicating that the unit efficiency during the past three years has actually 
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1 inqsroved relative to 2004 performance. The Zunmer Station did not have any 

2 of the problems typically associated with blade failure. 

3 Q. WHAT WAS THE AUDITOR'S RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING 

4 THE ZIMMER STATION OUTAGE? 

5 A. The Auditor recommended that replacement power costs associated with the 

6 Zimmer Station "unplanned extended" outage in the Sprii^ of 2007 be excluded 

7 firom DE-Ohio's Rider FPP recovery. 

8 Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN LIBERTY'S RECOMMENDATION TO EXCLUDE 

9 THE PURCHASE POWER COSTS DURING THE ZIMMER OUTAGE. 

10 A. The Auditor concluded through discussions with DE-Ohio's representatives that 

11 steam parameters and water chemistry were different for a coal plant and a 

12 nuclear plant and that those differences, in conjunction with the nuclear grade 

13 metallurgy employed on the turbine, had caused the observed blade damage. In 

14 addition, the Auditor believes that the two-week extension of the outage at 

15 Zimmer could have been avoided had "an examination of the effects of differing 

16 steam conditions between nuclear and coal operations"^ been undertaken earlier. 

17 DE-Ohio understands that the Auditor recommends that replacement power 

18 costs be excluded from Rider FPP because DE-Ohio did not examine the effects 

19 of differing steam conditions earlier. 

20 Q. DO YOU AGREE WITH THIS RECOMMENDATION? 

21 A. No. DE-Ohio believes that 100% of the replacement power cost associated with 

22 the Zimmer outage should be included in the Rider FPP calcitiation. DE-Ohio 

% re DE-Ohio's AppHcation to Adjust its Rider FPP and SRT, Case No. 07-723-EL-UNC, {Final 
Report Management/Performance Audit, Duke Energy Ohio, Page V-14) (Filed November 1,2007). 
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1 acknowledges there is a known differ^ice between tl^ nuclear cycle steam 

2 conditions and the fossil cycle chemistry. However, contrary to the Auditor's 

3 assertion, an exammation of the existmg turbine materials was, in fact, 

4 performed during the conversion fix»m nuclear to fossil service nearly two 

5 decades ago. The turbine materials were determined by the Original Equipment 

6 Manufacturer, the Architectural Engineer, the General Contractor (AEP), and ail 

7 the joint owners, to be acceptable for fossil service. This configuration has 

8 operated extremely reliably with minimal mamtenance expense for more than 16 

9 years. In addition, the reuse of this turbine was a central feature of the 

10 conversion from a nuclear unit to one that bums coal. In evaluating different 

11 designs for the conversion, the joint owners used three criteria: (1) maximizmg 

12 the utilization of existing Zimmer facilities fi:om the nuclear design; (2) 

13 utilization of a proven engineering design; and (3) achievmg an acceptable heat 

14 rate. The design ultimately selected was perfonned by AEPSC, which was also 

15 chosen as the conversion project manager. If this turbine was not utilized, 

16 additional tens of millions of dollars and likely additional time for construction 

17 would have been required before placing this unit in service. 

18 The Auditor's recommendation amounts to a hindsight prudence review 

19 of a conversion that occurred nearly two decades ago and which was performed 

20 under the view of the Commission. 

21 Q. WERE CONSUMERS HARMED IN ANY WAY DUE TO THE 

22 EXTENDED OUTAGE IN APRIL 2007 THAT INCLUDED THE 

23 TURBINE OVERHAUL? 
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1 A. No. Ignoring, for a moment, all other Actors determined to have contributed to 

2 the Zimmer blade failure, fatigue has a dubious incubation period. It is not 

3 possible to predict, with any degree of accuracy, if or ^ e n a crack will initiate. 

4 Metallurgical evaluation suggests that L-2 blade failures on die Zimmer turbine 

5 occurred within the last two years. Even if the corrosion, wiiich initiated tiie 

6 cracking, had been discovered earlier, the result would have been the same. A 

7 total six-week outage would have been required to inspect and make necessary 

8 repairs to the damaged turbine blades, regardless of timing of discovery. 

9 DE-Ohio's standard mamtenance is to schedule an annual one-week 

10 outage and a biannual four-week outage for Zimmer. To inspect or repair the 

11 low-pressure turbine, a minimum six-week out^e is required. Had Zimmer 

12 elected to utilize a six-week outage to open and inspect the low-pressure turbine 

13 sooner and foimd the damage, two different courses of actions could have been 

14 taken, but the outcome would be the same. The first option would require a 

15 subsequent planned six-week outage for blade replacement. The second option 

16 would require an additional and immediate two-weeks of outage time (in 

17 addition to the scheduled six-week inspection outage) to replace the damaged 

18 blades immediately. Each of these two options would result in purchase power 

19 costs for the same incremental two-week outage period. 

20 Either outcome results in a comparable incremental outage time for 

21 replacement and repair of the turbine versus the events that occurred on the back 

22 end of the 2007 Spring outage. 
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1 DE-Ohio believes that even if a more conservative ^proach was used to 

2 determine overhaul fi'equencies in the range of 7-9 years ago, mdications of 

3 turbine failures would not have been present. Had the Company suspected the 

4 existence of Mgue crackuig, customers would have likely experienced either 

5 more fi*equent outages or longer scheduled outages to allow the time to open up 

6 the turbine and mspect, thereby incurring incremental purchased power costs. 

7 While this two-week outage extension into June 2007 was forced due to 

8 the unknown condition of the turbine, tiie bottom line is that it eliminated the 

9 need for an additional two-week outage extension to inspect, plan and execute 

10 the turbme overhaul in a more typical manner at a later time. Consequently, 

11 DE-Ohio native load customers were not harmed. Customers now have a 

12 refurbished turbine to serve their generation needs, at no coital costs to them. 

13 Neither Rider FPP, nor any other portion of DE-Ohio's Market Based Standard 

14 Service Offer (MBSSO) pricing mechanism, includes recovery for any such 

15 capital expenditures or repairs related to generation plant as existed prior to 

16 electric restructuring. Further DE-Ohio's rate structure does not include any 

17 retum of or on new investment in generation plant. 

18 Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE ANY PROCEDURES IMPLEMENTED AT THE 

19 BECKJORD GENERATING STATION AS A RESULT OF THE 

20 STIPULATION APPROVED IN FEBRUARY 2008. 

21 A. An intense effort occurred in the latter part of 2007 to physically clean up the 

22 station. Lighting was significantly improved, and various painting projects were 

23 performed. Additional efforts have been undertaken and are imderway through 
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1 unplementation of a "Premier Operator Program." The Premier Operator 

2 Program encourages persoimel to perform in the top quartile or better, relative to 

3 their peer units, in regard to safety and environmental standards, financial 

4 performance and operational excellence. Also, this program establishes an 

5 Institutionalized Continuous Improvement Process. 

6 Q. HAS DE-OmO COMPLETED A STAFFING REVIEW AT ITS COAL 

7 PLANTS? 

8 A. Yes. 

9 Q. WHAT WERE THE RESULTS OF THAT REVIEW? 

10 A. In January 2008, DE-Ohio conducted a comprehensive labor study of its three 

11 coal-fired stations, Beckjord, Miami Fort and Zimmer. This study addressed 

12 labor needs vrithin an Opemtions and Maintenance workforce strategy and 

13 identified a gap in the operations area resource requirements. DE-Ohio has 

14 subsequently proposed to hire additional employees for development of Control 

15 Room Operators and other production positions in 2008. The maintenance area 

16 will use a labor strategy of integrating the current maintenance work force with 

17 contractor supplemental maintenance teams as the need for additional labor is 

18 required. DE-Ohio has partnered with the Zachry Construction Corporation and 

19 Enerfab Corporation for general maintenance support and the Simbelt Insulation 

20 Company for insulation and asbestos work. These companies have established 

21 base crews at each of the stations. These base crews will share resources among 

22 the stations as needs arise, allowing DE-Ohio to leverage available resources 

23 across its Ohio generating stations. DE-Ohio's comprehensive labor study with 
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1 its Operations and Maintenance woricforce strategy allovt̂  for continued 

2 sustamable operations. 

3 Q. HAS DE-OmO EVALUATED TTS PROTOCOL FOR TRANSPORTING 

4 COAL SAMPLES TO THE LABORATORY? 

5 A. Yes. 

6 Q. DID THAT EVALUATION RESULT IN ANY CHANGES RELATIVE TO 

7 THE SECURTFY MEASURES EMPLOYED FOR TRANSPORTING 

8 COAL? 

9 A. Yes. In addition to continuing the recommendations that were implemented in 

10 1999, DE-Ohio developed a process to allow for the secure transport of coal 

11 samples. DE-Ohio instituted a program that secures its coal samples fix^m the 

12 time they are pulled firom the coal sampler until they arrive at the laboratory. 

13 Coal yard personnel bag and seal the coal samples and apply an identifying label 

14 to the sample bag. Next, the coal sample bags along with chain-of-custody 

15 paperwork are placed in locked storage. The station lab personnel (who have the 

16 only access to locked storage) retrieve the coal samples from the locked storage 

17 for placement in the shipping container. After the coal samples are placed in the 

18 shipping container and the chain-of-custody paperwork is placed in a plastic 

19 envelope affixed to the outside of the shipping container, Lab personnel put a 

20 tamper proof seal on the shipping containers. The containers are shipped by 

21 internal carrier to the laboratory. When the shipping container arrives at the 

22 laboratory, the seals are inspected for tampering. If a seal on a shipping 

23 container is broken, the laboratory will disregard these samples and call for tiie 
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1 backup samples to be sent to ensure sampling integrity. This program provides 

2 appropriate security protection of coal samples firom the time they are obtained 

3 at the Stations imtil they arrive at the laboratory. 

4 Q. HAS DE-OmO PERFORMED AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS TO 

5 DETERMINE THE APPROPRIATE LEVEL AND USE OF SPARE 

6 PARTS AT TTS GENERATING STATIONS? 

7 A. Yes. 

8 Q, WHAT WERE THE RESULTS OF THAT ANALYSIS? 

9 A. DE-Ohio's policy is that critical spare pieces of equipment are available where 

10 appropriate and economically justified to ensure uninterrupted generation. Duke 

11 Energy Corporation (Duke Energy), through parts storage at the many 

12 generatii^ facilities of its subsidiaries, has the ability to make readily available 

13 spare parts far greater than most other utilities. The sheer size and magnitude of 

14 Duke Energy's generating fleet alone makes Duke Energy stand out among 

15 other utilities in the ability to offer access to spare parts and equipment. The 

16 Duke Energy Warehouse supply inventory is connected electronically, providing 

17 DE-Ohio the benefit of leveraging storage capability and the ability to transfer 

18 parts and supplies to and from all of its locations in the Midwest and the 

19 Carolinas. Material transactions between regulated and non-regulated entities 

20 are conducted following the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission affiliate 

21 transaction guidelines. 

22 With that said, Duke Energy has taken on two initiatives around spare 

23 parts. Duke Energy's warehouse organization has initiated work with a 
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1 benchmaridng groi^, Scott M a d d ^ Inc., to evaluate the Company's 

2 capabilities m this area. This study will enhance the ability to expedite the 

3 access to and cost of spare parts and supplies. The comparable results for other 

4 utilities were published and distributed in February 2008. The Duke Energy 

5 Supply Chain organization is usmg benchmarking information in a current 

6 Redesign Project. The second mitiative mvolves the consolidation of the item 

7 catalog of items/parts across Duke Energy's Utility Operating Companies. This 

8 is being done in conjunction with an Ent^r ise Asset Management project 

9 encompassing integrated processes and systems that manage assets, work and 

10 supply chain activities throughout Duke Energy. The primary information 

11 technology system will be IBM's Maximo. The catalog consolidation initiative 

12 started in June of 2007 and will contuiue throughout the Enterprise Asset 

13 Man^ement project in phases. When this initiative is finished, Duke Energy 

14 will have an enterprise-wide item catalog of items/parts that again will further 

15 enhance the ability to expedite access and cost of spare parts and supplies. 

16 IV. CONCLUSION 

17 Q. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY? 

18 A. Yes. 
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ABSTRACT 

Stress coirosion Gracking (SCC) in the blade attachment 
region of lowfFessure (LP) turhine rotors has emerged as one of 
the most significant problems affecting both nuclear and fossil 
steam turbines today. To assist turbine operators in evaluating the 
remaining life of LP rotors with known or suspected cracking, an 
easy-to-use PC-based con^)uter program, LPRimLife, was 
developed for EPRI by Structural Integrity Associates. The first 
phase of development, incorporating the methodology for 
evaluating cracking in C£ dovetail (straddle-mount) attachments, 
was completed in 1999 [I]. The second phase, which included 
evaluation of cracking in Westinghouse axial-entiy (steeple) 
attachments, was completed m 2000 [2]. The thinl phase, to 
address crackmg in GB multi pin-finger attachments is currently 
under way. 

Since initial development, the LPRimLife computer code has 
been successfially employed at nuclear and fossil plants, providing 
the basis for deferring or eluninating major unscheduled and 
cosily repairs, such as "*pressure plating" which would have 
significantly extended the outages. Deferring unscheduled repairs 
for even one more fuel cycle allows for advance planning to 
evaluate and select the most-effective repair/replacement option 
and lead time needed for procurement of appropriate 
materials/services. In today's competitive marketplace with ever-
tightening outage schedules, timely application of LPRimLife has 
resulted in significant cost savings to utilities. 

This paper provides a summary of the LPRimLife program 
methodology, softvrare features and recent utility applications. 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the first discovery of stress corrosion cracking (SCC) 
in the blade attachment region of nuclear low pressure steam 
Uirbine disks around the late '70's, industry concern vflth regard to 
this problem has increased significantly over the last five to ten 
years with an increasing number of rotors requiring repair or 
replacement. These concerns were corroborated by an EPRI 
survey of U.S. nuclear and fossil utilities in 1995 [3] which 
reported a significant increase in the incidence of rim cracking 
con^ared with an earlier EPRI survey in 1980 [4]. 

Data coUected by EPRI dirough 1995 fitna utility tuibhie 
(̂ ler̂ OES la the United States, revealed IP rim attachment 
cracking m 3S% of operating nuclear units (L-2 and L-3 rows 
most severely affected) and 26% of fossil supercritical units 
with once-through boilers (L-0 dnough 1̂ 2 rows most severely 
affected). The cracking mechanism reported was predominantly 
stress cMTOsion craddi^ with a few instances of corrosion-^gue 
and one incident of high-cycle fatigue. Based on the survey data, 
the incidence of cracking did not appear to be related to generator 
type (BWR vs. PWR), manufacturer, power rating or turbine 
manufacturer. Data was insufficient to establish a relationship 
between the mcidence of rim cracking and operating variables 
such as operating time, number of startups, type of water 
treatment, oxygen levels, condenser coolmg water and condenser 
leakage rate. Limited rim attachment c n ^ growth data suggested 
that use of an equation first (Hoposed by Clark e t al. of 
Westmghouse [5] to estunate crack growth rates was assessed to 
be adequate for the purpose of life prediction. 

The application of life prediction methods to rim-attachments 
cracking, through 1995, wm reported to be limited to a few OEM's 
and consultants, with several utilities expressing a strong need for 
a user-friendly integrated software computer program which 
would allow utility personnel to perform a rapid life assessment of 
LP rotors with known or suspected rim-attachment cracking. 

In response to these utility concerns and needs, EPRI 
initiated Tailored Collaboration program RP4597-01 in May 1997 
[6] to develop a computer code diat would combine the necessary 
stress analysis and fi'acture medianics algorithms with applicable 
material degradation data into an integrated methodology to assess 
the remaining life of LP rotors with rim attachment cracking. A 
description of the methodology and capabilities of the resulting 
computer program, LPRimLife, developed by Structural Integrity 
Associates (SI) for EPRI, is the subject of diis tedmical paper. 

OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY 

The development effort for the life assessment code, 
LPRimLife [7], was split into two phases to separately address 
rim-attachment cracking for the two most common types of rim-
attachment geometries in the U.S. as shovm in Figure 1. Phase I, 
completed in 1999, included the assessment of GE straddle-mount 
attachments (Figure la). Phase II, vvhich address cracking in 
Westinghouse axial-entiy attadunents (Figure lb) was completed 
in 2000. A thini phase, Phase III, is currently under way to 
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include die evaluation cracking of in GE nndtl pin^finger 
iMtachments. 

UAXiAi umiv na TREE 
Figure I. Schematic of rim-attachment configurations illustrating 

^ i ca l locations of cracking. 

A flow chart of die LPRimLife computer code is provided in 
Figure 2. 

Time-to-Faiiure 
-De term nis tic 
~ PridjBbjIJstic 

Critical Crack Size 

Figure 2. Flowchart of LPRimLife Software. 

A brief description of the inputs and calculation procedures is 
given below. 
(i) Geometry/Stresses'. The user first defines the type of 
attachment to be evaluated (GE straddle mount or Westinghouse 
axial-entry). Next, the user has the option of selecting appropriate 
geometry and stress data fi-om a pre-defined (built-in) library of 
geometry and fmite e\emenl stress solutions, or, of inputting 
appropriate geometry and stress data for the attachment to be 
evaluated. In addition, pre-defined geometry and loading data can 
be modified to approximate the desired geometry using scale 
factors. 
(ii) Other Inputs: Next the user defines various inputs required 
for the life assessment calculation which fall into the following 
major categories: 

- Operating Data 
- Inspection Data 

-Materia Properties 
- Initiation and Crack Growth Data 
- Catculadoa/Print Controls 

(iiO Caietttathnr. Once all the necesstuy inputs have been 
defined, die user is given die cfp^oa of performing die remiuntng 
life cdculaticMis either det^ininistically or probabilistically. 
Calculations perfonned include: 

Estunate mltialion time (if craddng was not detected) 
Simulate growdi of inidated or detected cracks due to SCC 
Account for redistributton of loading between hooks as crttck 
growth progresses (for straddle<4nount geometries) 
Check for cradc arrest below defined SCC threshold 
Detemune mmimum critica] crack size for fi-adure toug^uiess 
limit, remaining ligament ov^load, or userdefined depth 
limit 
Remaining life is the sum of initiation time (if appUcabte) 
and tune to reach crittcal size, 

(iv) Aem/ti: After the calcuUdons ive completed^ detailed resuhs 
are available for review in an output text file along with the qition 
toplotkeyliqmts/results. Results include: 

Stresses which include the effect of toad 
scalin^redistribution Victors 
Stress mtensity fiictois (without and with scale factors and 
load redistribution) 
Crack size versus time 
Remaining life 

Initiation and Failure Probabilistic residts 

Stress Analysis 
The program mooiporates a buil^in library of finite element 

(FE) stress results retpiired for evahiation of rim attachmem 
craddng. This eliminates the con^lexity associated with 
performing typical FE analyses as shown in Figure 3a for a GE 
dovetail and in Figure 3b for a Wc^ii^ouse steeple. 
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Figure 3a. Typical FE analysis model of GE dovetail and blade 
attachment region with non-linear contact (gap) elements. 
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Figure 4. Ckomeby aid loading data for a ^Innlt-in" dovetail 
attachment gecmietty. 

Figure 3b. Typical FE analysis model of a Westinghouse axial-
entry steeple. 

Stress analysis results built into the software program 
libraries for the Phase I dovetail geometries and Phase II axial-
entry steeples are listed in T^les 1 and 2 respectively. 

Table 1. Phase I Dovetail Geometries 
Turbine Size/Rating 

GE920MW 
GE540MW 
GE642MW 
GE1300MW 
GEI220MW 
GE830NW 
GEMOOMW 

LP Configuration' 
TC6F38 
TC4F38 
TC6F38 
TC6F43 
TC6F43 
TC4F43 
TC6F43 

Row 
L.2.L-3 
L-2.L.3 
1^2.1^3 
L.2.L-3 
L.2,L-3 
L-2, L-3 
L.2,L-3 

Fiinire 5a. Axial-Entry Root type: Curved, Skewed or Strught 

Table 2. 
Turbme 

Size/Rating 
WH, 1I60MW 
WH, I160MW 
WH, 1160MW 
WH,944MW 
WH,944MW 
ABB 900 MW 
ABB 900 MW 

Phase 11 Axial-Entry Steeple Geometries 
LP Configuration' 

TC6F44(BB-81) 
TC6F44(BB-81) 
TC6F44(BB-8I) 
TC4F44(BB-281) 
TC4F44(BB-281) 

TC6F52 
TC6F52 

Row 

L-2 (Curved) 
L-3 (Skewed) 
L.4 (Skewed) 
L-0 (Curved) 
L-1 (Curved) 

L-O (5-hook Curved) 
L-1 {3-hook Straight) 

Figure 5b. Axial-Entry Groove Profile 

Key geometry and loading information are incorporated in 
the built-in library as shown in Figures 4 and 5 for dovetail and 
axial-entry style attachments. Ap[»'opriate stress gradients normal 
to the plane of cracking are also built into the library (Figure 6). 
Local stress increases such as at the notch-entry position must be 
accounted for using a "Load/Stress Scale Factor" which can be 
modified by the user. For example, to increase stresses by 50%, 
this factor must be changed to 1.5. A separate "Library" module 
allows the user to expand the existing library to include additional 
attachment geomeUy/loading/stress data. 

t0^ ̂ iiif'f s^^tS^toSiiif 

TC6F38 =Tardem-Compound, 6-Flows (3 LPs), with 38-inch last 
blades. 

T7a^ . . C r l 1. . t . I I . I 1.^ i H i i i n . l i l ' i t I K i i i l i 111 a%i i1_ ' t ^ t r i f 

attachments. 
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Figured. Stress gradients normal to o w ^ plane incoiporated 
in built-m library of FE stress results. 

The methodology for crack initiation and growth is the same for 
both dovetail and axial-entiy attachments and is described below. 

SCC Gravrth ThreshoM (KQCC) 
£<|ualion (1) applies to the SCC growth region called the 

"plateau regkin*' which is independeM of stress mtensity fector 
[10]. However, for stress intensity factors below die threshold 
(Kiscc)» which is m the range of 10 to 20 ksi Vmch, cawk growdi 
is insignificant [10]. Wifli load re^stribution, stress int^isi^ 
ftictors may foil bekiw the threshokl and SCC crack growdi will 
cease. To incorporate this effect, SCC crack growth is terminated 
when, K| < Kiscc< To activate this dueshokl effect die user must 
define amean and standard deviation for Keoc; this feature can be 
deacdvated by setting both mean and standard deviation values to 
zero. 

Critical Crack Size 
The critical crack size computed by dw software is the 

minhnum vahie for die following foihnc criteria: (i) die aiqiUed 
stress mten^^ foctor (Ki) exceeds die material toiqshness (Kk), 
(iO plasdc overload of the remaining ligament and (iii) the cradc 
dq)th exceeds a user-specified limit In future softwue releases, a 
vibratory limit will be mcluded to address the possibility of 
terminal high cycle fatigue failure. A flow diagram for critical 
crack size determination is shown in Figure 7. 

Crack Initiation and Grofvtb 
An industry review of available SCC initiation data and 

models is given in [8]. Since there is currently no quantitative 
model to predict SCC initiation as a function of the prindpal 
governing material, stress and environment variables, the software 
allows the user to specify an industiy-experienced-based statistical 
probability of uiitiation as a function of total operating time for a 
given fleet or design of LP rotor. 

Crack grovi^ due to stress corrosion oraddng (SCC) is the 
dominant crack growth mechanism sunulated widim die software. 
Low cycle fotigue due to unit start/stops is (ypicalty very small 
relative to SCC growdi rates. The most widely accepted model for 
SCC crack growth rate is ^ven by Clark et al. of Westinghouse 
[5], expressed by the following equation: 

,nrf;=c, (7302/T) +0.0278 a, (t) 

where, C; is a material constant with a mean value of-4.968 and a 
standard deviation of 0.587, Tis the operating temperature of the 
disk in R̂ (°F+460), cy is the yield strength in ksi, and, da/dt is 
the ^ovrth rate in inchesAiour. 

The 1995 EPRI survey of rim-attachment cracking [3] has 
shown that this equation also provides reasonable estimates of 
crack growth rates for disk rim attachments. Data presented by 
Holdsworth [9] and Speidel [10] at die most recent EPRI Steam 
Turbine Stress Corrosion Cracking Confwence in March 1997, 
also confirms that SCC growth rates, for ^ i ca l disk steels with 
yield strengths below 160 ksi, are a fionction of only yield strengtii 
and temperature. 

To allow flexibility In defining the SCC growth rate, the 
following generic form of Equation (1) is incorporated in the 
software program: 

at rc2/r;+C3a, (2) 

\s1iere, the material constants C|, C; and C? can be defined by the 
user. 
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Figure 7, Critical crack size determination flow diagram. 

Stress intensity factor solutions for a semi-elliplic surface-
connected o'acks were compiled fix)m [11] along wifli 3D FE 
crack ftont modeling for more complex axial-entry steeple cracks 
using the ALT3D computer program [12]. Any combination of 
user-specified depdi {a) and lengfti (0 can be evaluated. Unit-
specific disk fracture toughness values can be specified by the user 
or default values in the software code from literature data [13] can 
be used. Lower bound disk toughness values are estimated based 
on a startup temperature for the disk, which is input by the user. 
Plastic overload of die remaining ligament (from [14]) is 
calculated based on the combined membrane, bending and shear 
stresses in flie ligament and compared with the material flowsU^ss 
(half disk yietd+uttimate strength). 

Load Redistribution: An algorithm to account for load 
redistribution between the hooks due to cracking has been 
developed and incorporated into the software program for the 
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Hase I dovetail geometries. This algoridim will be expanded to 
include axial-entiy attachments in fiiture releases. 

Remahiiag Ufo (Detemfaiistic versus PrsbablKslic) 
For a determimsdc analysis, remaning life (tmJ is computed 

using die followmg relationship: 

•««•='« ^ ^ p> 

where, /M is remainmg uiitiation time (if applicable), Of is die 
mitiated or detected crack size, Oo- is die critical cradc size and 
da/dt is die crack growdi rate. Because of die non-linear 
dependency of load redistribution on crack size, crack growth 
simulations must be perfonned in small increments of crack size 
and critical size determioed when one of die above failiuv 
criterion is met 

Deterministicalty pcedicted remaining lives ^ k a l l y yield a 
large scatter hi resuhs fi>r worst-case versus mean data, suggestmg 
that variabtliQr m modeled data cannot be adeqmtfely diaracterized 
detemunistically. The use of worst-case assumptions sUicks 
conservatisms on conservatisms, resulting in an overly pessimistic 
estimate of remaining life, which does not represent a realistic 
outcome. It is unlikely duit all of die worst case conditions woukt 
occur simultaneously, and dierefore a probabilistic analysis diat 
considers position in the scatterband can provide a more realistic 
assessment of remaining life. 

A probabilistic evaluation requnes identification of 
appropriate random variables and detentnination of a statistical 
distribution associated widi each variable. The g^ieration of 
probabilistic results can then be accomplished using a technique 
sudi as Monte Carlo uiiich involves successive deterministic 
remaining life calculations usmg randomly selected values of 
inputs. 

In LPRimLife probabilistic calculations are performed using 
the Monte Carlo technique for a user-specified number of 
iterations. A summary of random variables, which can be defined 
using the various sub-menus under the "Input" main menu option, 
is provided below. 
(1) Scale factor for load/stresses {normal distribution) 
(2) Overspeed level (normal distribution) 
(3) Disk startup temperature (normal distribution) 
(4) Disk steady-state operating temperature (normal distribution) 
(5,6,7) Crack depth (normal disU"ibution) - lop, middle, bottom 
(8,9,10) Crack length (normal distfibution) - top, middle, bottom 
(11) Yield strength (normal distribution) 
(12) Lower Bound Fracture Toughness (normal distribution) 
(13) FATT (normal distribution) 
(14) Fracture Toughness (normal distribution) vs. (T-FATT) 
(15) Crack initiation time (user-defined tabular) 
(16) SCC Growth Rate Constant, Ci (lognormal distribution) 
(17) SCC Growth Threshold, Kiscc (normal distribution) 

LPRimLife Software Description 
The LPRimLife software program was written in Microsoft 

C++ for operation on a personal computer (PC) in a Windows 
environment (Figure 8). 

FigmeS. LPRimLife splash screenand main menu qstions* 

The software program incorporates an easy-to-use graphical user 
interface with comprehensWe on-line help. Mun menu options, 
shown in Figure 8, are as follows. 

The "File'* Option should be selected by the user \ ^ n the 
program is first executed to define whether a new analysis is to be 
performed or an existing analysis file is to Iw opoied. 

The "Edit" Option is currentiy limited to searching fw text 
(using Find) in the standard output file once an analysis has been 
performed. 

The 'input*" Option contams all of die necessary inputs that 
must be defined by the user prior to performing an analysis. 

The "Analysb" Option o£feis die user the choice of 
p^forming a deterministic or probabilistic analysis and staits the 
calculations. 

The *'View" Optk>n allows the user to view Uie output of flie 
analysis in text or graphical form. 

The '^Library" Option is a special tool that allows the u^r to 
add-to or modify items in the default libraiy of geometry and 
stress data. 

The "Help" Option allows the user to access "Help Topics" 
which cover the entire content of the User's Manual provided with 
the software, and to invoke the "About LPRimLife" pop-up 
window vAiich provides details about the version number of OK 
program and software support. Context-specific help CM also be 
accessed using the "Fl" function key from any dialog box. 

A typical solution procedure, consisting of defining inputs, 
selecting an analysis type and viewing results, is illustrated in 
Figure 9. 

Inputs > Analysis > View Results 

Figure 9. Typical solution procedure. 

Inputs: Separate dialog boxes are provided for eadi of the 
input categories, shown in Figure 9. An example of one such 
uiput data dialog box is shown in Figure 13 for "Calculation and 
Print Controls". 
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Figure 10. "Calculation and Print Controls" data input 

Before proceedmg to flie ** Analysis** option die user must 
define die calculation and print controls shown in Figure 10. The 
''Total Shnulation Tune" is the total number of operating hours 
into the foture ovo' w^tAi remaining life calculations will be 
performed. A "Calculation Incremenf* of 100 to 500 hours is 
recommended for accuracy because the failure criteria and SCC 
threshold foittures are non-linear ftinctions of crack ^ze. To limit 
flie size of the output file, a "Print Increment" in excess of 1000 
hours should be used. For a probabilistic analysis, the number of 
iterations shouM be at least one order of magnitude greater flian 
the reciprocal of flie desired fiiilure probability level i.e., to 
demonstrate a foihire probability less dian 10*̂ , die number of 
iterations should be at least 10^ 

Analysis', A deterministic analysis takes only a few seconds 
to run on a personal computer wifli a Pentium processor, while a 
probabilistic analysis with 10̂  iterations runs in about 5 to 10 
minutes. 

Results: After an analysis is completed, results can be 
viewed either in a detailed output text file or in graphical format. 
Sample output file results for deterministic and probabilistic 
analysis runs are shown in Figures I la and lib below. The 
failure simulation capability for dovetail attachments has been 
extended to include successive failure of all three dovetail hooks, 
as shown in Figures 1 la, lib and 12. 

Figure l ib. Probabilistic analysis results''Oulpi^. 

V^ous key inputs and results can also be pbtted using grf^hics 
built into die software code. The user can modify any of the plot 
elements such as tHle, legend, maikeis etc by clicking the "Right** 
mouse button anywhere within die plot. As an example, the 
tabular probabilistic analysis results shown in Figure l ib are 
plotted in Figure 12 using flie "Failure Pfot*' option fi-om the 
*'View" main menu. 
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Figure 12. Cumulativeprobabihtyot "Failure Plot" option 
from flie "View" main menu. 
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Figure 1 la. Deterministic analysis results "Output" 

RECENT UTILITY APPLICATIONS 

Since initial development, Uie LPRimLife software has been 
successfiiHy applied at about ten utilities. Most utilities have 
acquired flie software, received site-specific software 
customization and Uraining, and performed analyses of various 
cracking scenarios to prepare in advance for a sdieduled outage. 
A few utilities, who did not include LPRimLife in pre-outage 
planning, have also successfijlly applied the software in "crisis" 
mode during an outage, with assistance from Structural Integrity-
Two recent applications are summarized below to illustrate the 
benefits to utility end-users. 

Millstone Nuclear Plant: Subsequent to attending an EPRJ-
sponsored LPRimLife training workshop in August 2000, 
Northeast Utilities (NEU) acquired the software and received 
additional training for in-house engineering staff, in preparation 
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for a Spring 2001 Umt 3 outage. The LPB ami LPC rotors weie 
removed and a phased-anray ultrasom'c inspection was perfonned 
by G£ (0 assess die severi^ of cracking in die L-2 (5G, ST) and L-
3 (4G, 4T) dovetails, wNch had been mspected during prior 
otdages. For the U ^ rotor, indications up to 0.2-mchmdepai 
vKirt delected, and critical-path decisions to be made inchided (i) 
whedier to pull buckets to verify depdi and (ii) wheflw cross k ^ 
were necessary to distribute load. Several determiiustic and 
probabilistic analyses, performed usmg LPRimLife, provided die 
justification ihA a reason^le margin of safe^ existed to defer 
budcet removal and cross-^ceymg for one more fuel cycle of 
operation. Widi dovetail indication depdis of up to 0.3-indi 
reported by flie phased-amty UT in die LPC rotor, die critical 
issue was whether to pull buckets to confirm de|}th/Iengdi by 
grinding. LPRhnLifecalculatioas indicated that bucfcet removal 
could be defoned fbr one more ^ c l e . Based the findings in die 
LPB and IJ*C rotitfs, and past inspection results for die LPA 
rotor, LPRimLife calculations were performed Io assess whetfier 
the LPA rotor should also be inspected. These calculations 
indicated an increased risk of dovetail foilure if inspection of the 
LPA rotor were deferred by one more cycle. NEU therefore made 
the decision to inspect the LPA rotor, and significant crackir^ up 
to 0.6-inch depth in flie L-2 row and up to 0.5-inch depth in the L-
3 row, was uncovered. LPRimLife calculations indicated a 
significant risk ofL-2 row failure for operation as-is. NEU 
dierefore elected to install "long-shanl^' blades (buckets) thereby 
completely elhninaling the risk of dovetail failure, and the loss of 
MW associated with installation of a "pressure-plate". NEU 
estimated that use of the LPRimLife soflware saved at least five 
(5) days of critical-path outage time, equating to a cost saving of 
several million dollars ($). 

Nine Mile Point Nuclear Pl<mt: Nia^ira Mohawk Power 
Corporation (NMPC) sought Structural Integrity's assistance 
during their Unit 1 Spring 2001 outage, in "crisis'* mode, 
follovring tfie discovery of dovetail cracking in both the L-l and 
L-2 rows of the LPC rotor. With phased-array UT crack depflis of 
up to 0.21-inch in the L-1 row, a decision had to be made whether 
bucket removal was warranted to confirm depth/length for safe 
operation. LPRimLife calculations indicated a very low risk of L-
1 dovetail failure associated with deferring bucket removal for one 
more cycle (2 years) of operation. Crack depths up to 0.17-inch in 
one of the L-2 rows, led to a "pressure-plate" recommendation by 
GE. NMPC requested Structural Integrity to provide an 
independent assessment of whether a *'pressure-plate" was 
warranted for this L-2 row. Deterministic and probabilistic 
calculations, performed using LPRimLife indicated a very low 
risk of dovetail failure for one additional cycle of operation, 
without "pressure-plate" installation or additional bucket removal 
to confirm indication size. Because of timely availability of 
"long-shank*' blades for this row, and fotigue cra(^ng that was 
also discovered the L-2 blades, NMPC elected to machine and 
install these new blades, to eliminate both the disk SCC cracking 
and the blade cracking problems. Like NEU, NMPC also 
estimated saving several days of outage time, equating to a cost 
saving of several million dollars ($). 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DEVELOl^MENTS 

Successftil application of the Windows-based peisomd 
computer software program, LPRfanUfc to assess remaming life 
ofQE dovetails and Westin^iouse axial-entiy attachments widi 
ouddng has been demonstrated at several utilities. Withthe 
completion of die first two [biases of software development, the 
csfiabilities of the software program have been enhanced to 
include successive hook foilures for GE dovetail attacfamei^ and 
the assesanent of cmnplex 3D c r a ^ shape^profiles in axial-entry 
disk rim attachments. The code cotnbines die necessary stress 
analysis, fracture medianics algoridims and material degradation 
data nito an ea^-to-use software tool to predict flw tqipropriate 
fiuhue mode imd remaining life of rim attachments affected by 
stress oomosioiicnadmig. With comprdiefinvBOD-liDehelpv and 
built-m graphics^ilotting capalnlity, the program fecilitates rapid 
life assessments which can be performed by non-experts within a 
short time of behig introduced to Uie softMue. 

The next (tlurd) phase, to evahiate craddng in GE multi-
finger pinned root (finger dovetail) attachments is currentiy under 
way. Future developments will include expanding the «)ftware 
cap^ilities/lilmiry Io evaluate cracking in fossil siq)er-critical 
units \^ ich ctrntinue to experience diis problem at an alarmingly 
increasing rate. 
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INTRODUCTION 

LP-A L-2R fractured blades #49 and #175 and LP-B L-2R fractured blades #103 and #141 from Duke 

Energy Ohio, inc. Zimmer Station (ST) Unit 1 were submitted to Siemens Materials Engineering for 

metallurgical evaluation of the fracture. The LP-A L-3R #4 blade was also submitted for metallurgical 

evaluation of the fracture in the blsde root. This was the first complete disassembly and inspedk>n 

performed on these LPs since they went into operation in 1991. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The fracture surface of the blades LP-A L-2R #49 and #175 and LP-B L-2R #103 and #141 

was obliterated due to exposure to oxidizing atmosphere for a long period. No interesting 

fracture features were found. No clear origin of the crack was found. Microstructure of the 

cross section of the fracture surface indicates that the crack propagated in a transgranular 

fashion, typical of high cycle fatigue. 

2. The hardness and chemistry of the blades LP-A L-2R #49 and #175 and LP-B L-2R #103 and 

#141 meets the specification requirements of Siemens material specification. The 

microstructure of the core of the blades consists of tempered martensite and delta ferrite. The 

percentage of delta ferrite is approximately 15% (5% maximum per internal specification) in 

the core of the blade LP-B L-2R #14. Pitting was found below the reddish brown deposits of 

blade LP-B L-2R #103. Delta ferrite phase greater than 5% did not contribute into the fracture 

of the blades as fracture also occurred in blades having less than 5% as per the specification. 

3. The chemical and X-Ray Diffraction analysis of reddish brown deposit on the blades LP-A L-

2R #49 and #175 and LP-B L-2R #103 and #141 revealed up to 71% amorphous SiOa and 
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24% Fe203. The chemk:al and XRD analysis of black deposit revealed iron oxkJes of hematite 

and magnetite. 

4. The fracture surface of the LP-A L-3 #4 blade showed a number of secondary crack origins 

and these cracks propagated in a transgranular fashion. The beach / arrest marks were found 

to be consistent with a ^tigue fracture. Primary crack originated at the trailing edge and 

propagated towards the leading edge. Pitting was found in the blade root grooves and around 

the fracture surface. 

5. The chemical analysis of the weld filler metal of the undershroud welds of blades LP-A L-2R 

#175 and LP-B L-2R #141 was typical 17-4PH stainless steel. 

6. The lack of penetration at the weld root was found in iHjth the undershroud welds of LP-A L-2R 

#175 and LP-B L-2R #141 blades. Shrinkage porosity was found in the weld bead of LP-B L-

2R #141 blade. Hydrogen cracking due to low preheat temperature was found in the weld 

bead of LP-B L-2R #141 blade. 

DETAILS OF EVALUATION: 

The LP-A L-2R fractured blades #49 and #175 and LP-B L-2R fractured blades #103 and #141 

in the as received condition are shown in Figures 1 - 8 . All the blades were covered with a reddish 

brown deposit on the convex side. The fracture surface of the blades was covered by oxide 

deposits. 

Deposit from all the blades were collected and analyzed for chemical composition, compound 

identification and corrosive ionic elements using Inductively coupled plasma - optical emission 

spectroscopy (ICP-OES), X-Ray Diffraction and Ion Chromatography. No corrosive elements were 

found in the deposit sample. The results of the analysis of deposit indicated presence of 

amorphous Si02 and iron oxides (hematite and magnetite). Refer to chemical analysis report 

attached as Appendix 1. The chemical composition of the L-2R blades meets the Siemens 

material specification. Refer to the chemical analysis report attached as Appendix 2. 

After ultrasonic cleaning to remove the oxide deposits, the macro fractography of the L-2R 

blades was done to find the origin of the primary crack and direction of crack propagation. The 

macro fractographs are shown in Figures 10-13. The fracture surface of the L-2R blades 

comprises of a smooth flat surface starting from the leading edge and merging into the overioad 

fracture area towards the trailing edge. The fracture surface of L-2R blades was obliterated and no 

interesting fracture features were found. The exact origin of the crack could not be confirmed. The 

Sieinens Confidenlial 
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Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) evaluatkm of the fracture surface did not reveal any useful 

infooDation as the sur^ce was badly oxkllzed. 

A cross section normal to the flat fracture surface was metallographically prepared for 

evaluatk>n under the optical microscope. The mk:rographs are shown in the Figures 14-17. From 

the mk»ographs it seems like the crack in L-2R blades propagated in a transgranular fashion 

consistent with the fatigue mode, most likely high cycle fatigue. The microstructure at the fracture 

surface of L-2R blades consists of unHbmi tempered martensite. 

Metallographic samples and hardness measurements were taken firom the core of L-2R 

blades. The micrographs are shown in Figures 18-21. The microstructure of the L-2R blades #49. 

#175 and #103 consists of tempered martensite and delta ferrite (<5%). The microstnjcture of L-

2R blade #141 consists of tempered martensite and delta ferrite, the delta ferrite content is greater 

than 5% (-15%). The measured hardness values for L-2R blades are shown In Table 1. The 

hardness of the L-2R blades meets the Siemens materials specification requirements (262-321 

BHN). 

The as received pictures of the L-3R #4 cracked blade are shown in the Figure 9. The fracture 

surface was covered with oxkie deposits. After ultrasonic cleaning to remove the oxide deposits, 

the macro fractography of the LP-A L-3R #4 blade was done to find the origin of the primary crack 

and direction of the crack propagation. The macro fractograph is shown in Figures 23 & 24. 

Numerous secondary crack origins were found. Secondary cracks propagated in a \ranscrystalVme 

mode as shown by the black arrows. Beach / arrest marks were found consistent with fatigue 

fracture. Primary crack originated at the trailing edge and propagated towards leading edge 

consistent with fatigue fracture. Pits due to corrosion were found around the fracture surface. The 

SEM fractography of the fracture surface revealed beach marks in the secondary crack consistent 

with fatigue fracture (Figures 23 & 24). The microstmcture (Figure 22) of L-3R blade consists of 

tempered martensite and delta ferrite greater than 5% (-10%). The measured hardness values for 

L-3R blade are shown in Table 1. The hardness of the L-3R blade meets the specification 

requirements of Siemens material specification (262-321 BHN). The chemical analysis of the 

blade also meets the specification requirements. Refer to the attached Appendix 2. 

A cross section of the undershroud weld of LP-A L2-R #175 and LP-B L2-R #141 was 

mounted for optical microscope evaluation. Refer to Figures 24 and 25. Lack of penetration at 

weld root was found in both the blades. Shrinkage porosity and crack originating at the interface 

of the heat affected zone and fusion zone was found in the weld bead of the LP-B L2-R #141. 

The crack is consistent with "hydrogen cracking" that can be attributed to low preheat 

Siemens Confidential 
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temperatures. Semi - quan^tive elemental chenvcal analysis via X-ray energy dispersive 

spectroscope (EDS) was peribrmed on the undershroud wekl beads of both blades. The chemical 

analysis of wekl filler material was typical of grade 17-4PH stainless steel. 

Siemens Confidential 
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Fracture 
surface 

Figure 1: As received LP-A L-2 #49 blade concave skle. 

Fracture 
surface 

Figure 2; As received LP-A L-2 #49 blade convex side. Reddish brown deposit is seen on the convex side. 
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Figure 3: As received LP-A L-2 #175 blade concave skJe 

Figure 4; As received LP-A L-2 #175 blade convex side. Reddish brown deposit is seen on the convex side. 
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Figure 5: As received LP-B L-2 #103 blade concave side 
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Figure 6: As received LP-B L-2 #103 blade convex side. Reddish brown deposit is seen on the convex side. 
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Figure 7: As received LP-B L-2 #141 blade concave side 

Figure 8; As received LP-B L-2 #141 blade convex side. Reddish brown deposit is seen on the convex side. 
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Figure 9. As received LP-A L-3 #4 blade cracked in the root. Fracture surface is covered by reddish brown oxide 
deposits. 
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Stellitd 
strip 

Figure 10: Macro photograph of fracture suriace of LP-A L-2 #49 blade. Fracture sur^ce was cleaned to remove 
thick oxide deposit. Flat fracture surface can be seen from the leading edge continuing into a fracture surface 
due to overioad towards the trailing edge. 
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Stell 
strip 

Figure 11: Macro photograph of fracture surface of LP-A L-2 #175 blade. Fracture surface was cleaned to 
remove thick oxide deposit. Flat fracture surface can be seen from the leading edge continuing into a fracture 
surface due to overload towards the trailing edge 
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Figure 12: Macro phcrtograph of fracture surface of LP-B L-2 #103 blade. Fracture surface was cleaned to 
remove thick oxide deposit. Flat fracture surface can be seen from the leading edge continuing into a fracture 
surface due to overload towards the trailing edge. 
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Figure 13: Macro photograph of fracture surface of LP-B L-2 #141 blade after opening the crack. Fracture 
surface was cleaned to remove thick oxide deposit. Flat fracture surface can be seen frotn the leading edge 
continuing into a fracture surface due to overload towards the trailing edge. 
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Figure 14: Photomicrograph of the cross section of the flat fracture surface of LP^A L-2 #49 blade. 
Mtcn>structure indk:ate5 that the crack propagated in a transgranular fashion. The microstmcture consists of 
tempered martensite. 

Figure 15: Photomicrograph of the cross section of the flat fracture surface of LP-A L-2 #175 blade. 
Microstructure indicates that the crack propagated in a transgranular fashion. The microstructure consists of 
tempered martensite. 

Siemens Confidential 12 
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Figure 16: Photomicrograph of the cross section of the flat fracture surface of LP-B L-2 #103 blade. 
Microstmcture indicates that the crack propagated in a transgranular fashion. The n>icro5tructure consists of 
tempered martensite. 
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Figure 17: Photomicrograph of the cross section of the flat fracture surface of LP-B L-2 #141 blade. 
Microstructure indicates that the crack propagated in a transgranular fashion. The microstructure consists of 
tempered martensite and delta ferrite. 
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Figure 18: Photomicrograph of the core of LP-A L-2R #49 blade. The microstructure consists of tempered 
martensite and delta ferrite (<5%). 

liiiii^iiiiiftiiii^ii^ 

Figure 19: Photomicrograph of the core of LP-A L-2R #175 blade. The microstructure consists of tempered 
martensite and delta ferrite (<5%). 
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Figure 20: Photomicrograph of the core of LP-B L-2R #103 blade. The mrcrostructure consists of tempered 
martensite and delta ferrite (<5%). 

Delta 
ferrite 

Figure 21: Photomicrograph of the core of LP-B L-2R #141 blade. The microstructure consists of tempered 
martensite and delta ferrite (^15%). 
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Delta 
ferrite 

Figure 22: Photomicrograph of the core of LP-B L-2R #141 blade. Microstructure consists of tempered 
martensite and delta ferrite (--10%). 

Sample No. 

LP-A L-2 #49 

LP-A L-2 #175 

LP-B L-2 #103 

1 LP-B L-2 #141 

LP-A L-3 #4 

Measurement 
No 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

Hardness (HRC) 

30.3 

31.9 

32.3 

31.7 

32.1 

31.7 

30.5 

29.6 

29.6 

30.6 
30.9 
30.9 

30.3 
30.5 
31.2 

BHN 
(converted) 

309 

319 

319 
315 

319 

315 

305 

301 

301 

305 
309 

309 

309 

309 
311 

Table 1: Measured hardness values of the L-2R blades and L-3R blade 
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Duke Nuclear Generation 
lP^EflOf'0y® Materials Engineering & Lab Services 

May 14. 2007 

Memorandum to: David Wan-en, Turbine SMEs, EXike Energy Corporation 
CT. Alley Jr.. Nuclear Generation. Duke Energy Corporation 

Subject: Evaluation of Failed Turbine Blades from 23mmer Station 
Metallurgy File #3791 

introduction 
A total of four failed low pressure turbine blades were receh/ed in the Metallurgy Laboratory for 
evaluation of failure mode. Two from LPA L-2 were fractured and one from LPB L-2 was 
severely cracked. The fourth from LPA L-3 had cracks in the peened end of the tenon and a 
crack in the shroud (cover band). Information received with the blades included the following: 

The L-2 governor end blade failures on LP1 (or LPA) failed approximately 4-3/4" to 5-1/2" from 
the tip of the blade. Two blades from this row were submitted for laboratory evaluation. The L-
2 generator end blade failures on L-2 (or LPB) failed approximately 1" from the tip. One failed 
blade from this location was submitted for laboratory evaluation. Both rows had been 
undershroud welded. All failed blades are reported to be type 403 stainless steel. Both LPs 
had fairly heavy deposits on the L-2 blades. The failed blades were in service for 16 years and 
some of the failures may have occurred as lonq as two years ago. At the time the blades were 
removed for examination, visual examination had confirmed twelve failed L-2 blades on the 
governor end of LP1 And seven failed L-2 blades on the generator end of LP2. 

Visual Examination 
The most striking characteristic of the three L-2 blades was the adherent brown deposit on the 
convex side of each. The deposit lay over the blades in a pattern that suggests condensation 
ran from the root end of the blade outward toward the tip depositing material and producing 
erosion-corrosion grooves oriented along the radial axis of each blade (Figures 1, 2 and 3). 
The blade that was not completely fractured shown in Figures 3 and 4 had a complex crack 
pattern that did not appear to be particularly related to the direction of the stresses that would 
be expected to occur during operation. Figure 4 also serves to illustrate the typical surface 
condition of all three blades. Each had thin discontinuous black deposits also oriented in a 
radial deposition pattern on the concave side of the blade. Figure 5 shows the multi-directional 
looping crack pattern extending through the thickness of the blade. 

The portion of the fracture faces near the leading edge of the two broken blades shown in 
Figure 6 have the macroscopic characteristics of fatigue. Some portions of each face is 
relatively deposit free suggesting that the final fracture probably occurred recently. Further 
toward the trailing edge, the fracture surface is much rougher (stepped) and has more deposit 
which suggests corrosion rather than fatigue. 

The results of macroscopic examination indicate both corrosion and mechanical fatigue were 
associated with the failures of the blades from LPA L-2. The complex crack pattern on the LPB 
blade does not rule out mechanical fatigue but suggests corrosion as the predominant 
mechanism. 

Figure 7 illustrates the as-received condition of the L-3 blade. The face of the crack in the 
shroud of this blade was covered with a tenacious brown deposit similar to that seen on the 
convex surface of the other blades. No secondary or branch cracking was observed either on 
the shroud or on the tenon. The shroud and tenon were cut to separate the parts for further 
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examination. The crevice between the two parts was tightly packed with debris. A strong 
solvent smell emanating from the area of the deposits was noted. Later conversations with the 
turbine SME suggested this odor might come from the penetrating oil used when the blade was 
removed from the rotor. SiliKroil was suggested as one of the possible solvents used. The 
crack in the tenon was longer on the flank of the tenon than on the peened end which suggests 
it Initiated in the crevice and propagated toward the outer surface. 

Scanning Electron Microscopv (SEM) 
Adherent deposits obscured much of the fracture faces of the L-2 blades but the cleaner areas 
had evidence of fatigue propagation of the fractures (Figures 8.9 and 10). Other than the 
heavy deposits in the region of the trailing edge, no indications of intergranular or transgranular 
corrosion were found. 

The entire surface of L-3 blade shroud crack vi^s covered with the adherent brown deposit that 
could not be successfully removed without damaging the underlying fracture features. No 
useful SEM information was obtained. A part of the crack in the tenon was opened and 
examined by SEM. The features near the end of the crack were more consistent with corrosion 
than with fatigue (Figure 11). The deposits analyzed by EDS are discussed below. 

Metalloaraphv 
Sections through the blade from LPB and one of the blades from LPA were prepared for 
microscopic examination by grinding and polishing. The first crack examined (Figure 12) was 
from LPB and ran in a direction consistent with through thickness loading. It is mixed 
intergranular and transgranular consistent with a corrosion driven crack. Figure 13 shows a pit 
on the convex surface of one of the LPA blades. It has a network of stress corrosion cracks 
growing from the bottom of the pit. The convex surface illustrated in Figure 14 shows that 
metallic copper is associated with many of the pits. The metallographic results indicate 
corrosion pitting on the surface of the L-2 blades was widespread and that copper is associated 
with most of the pits. Not all pits have stress corrosion cracks emanating from the bottom of 
the pit but many do. 

A section through the crack in the tenon of the L-3 blade revealed a crack on a plane parallel to 
the tenon axis that turned 90 degrees as It approached the peened head of the tenon (Figure 
15). There were numerous small secondary cracks at right angles to the main crack (cracking 
on planes normal to the tenon axis). These cracks were mufti-branched and filled with 
corrosion deposit (Figure 16). 

Deposit Characterization 
As noted above, the L-2 blades had an adherent brown deposit on the convex surface. Some 
of the material was scraped from the surface and examined by energy dispersive spectroscopy 
(EDS) to determine if any specific corrosive species could be detected (Figures 17 and 18). 
The bulk of the deposit consists of a silicon compound. No elements were detected that might 
commonly be associated with silicon as a silicate, therefore, it appears that the bulk of the 
deposit is silica. Several other elements such as copper, aluminum and nickel were also 
detected in the deposit. Nickel and aluminum were not uniformly dispersed among the particles 
examined but copper appeared In almost every spectrum. No chlorides or sulfur compounds 
were detected in any of the deposits. One analysis by Naico (below) confirmed the presence of 
these elements. 
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Silicon as (Si02) 68 % 
lronas(Fe203)22% 

Chromium as (Cr203) 1 % 
Copper as (CuO) 1 % 
Nickel as (NiO)1% 
Total From XRF: 93% 

The results ktr the XRF anafy&s were normalized to Loss at 925* C 
Thus, XRF *L925= 100% 

Deposits scraped from the blade in the Metallurgy Laboratory found detectable quantities of 
calcium, chromium, copper, magnesium, nickel, phosphorus, potassium and sodium. These 
elements were present in quantities much less than the detectable limits for the EDS. This 
analysis is consistent with the NaIco analysis and with the EDS analysis. 

EDS analysis of the deposits from the crevice between the tenon and shroud on the L-3 blade 
contained essentially the same chemical elements as tiie surface deposits on the L-2 blades 
except chlorine and sulfur compounds were detected (Figure 19). These two elements may 
have been present from service but are more likely the result of contamination with penetrating 
oil noted during macroscopic examination. 

A small quantity of black magnetic deposit was also seen under the shroud (Figure 20). The 
angular appearance of the fragments and EDS analysis Indicate these are magnetite deposits. 

Base Material Characterization 
The base material was reported to be type 403; however, hardness and quantitative chemical 
analysis indicate the blade material is 17-4PH or similar precipitation hardening material. The 
microstructure evaluated during metallography Is tempered martensite as expected for a turbine 
blade. Hardness of all blades is Rockwell C 30 to 34 (see tables below). The characteristics 
are consistent with hardened 17-4PH stainless steel sometimes used for turbine blades. The 
specified hardness is not known. 

Table 1 Rockwell C Hardness 
LPA #115 

30 
33 
31 
31 

LPA #58 
32 
33 
34 
33 

LPB #150 
33 
32 
31 
31 

L-3 Row 
34 
33 
34 
33 

(1) 
L2-3 
LPA-
L2-2 
LPA-
L2-1 
LPA-
L3 
(1) LP 

C 
0.04 

0.04 

0.04 

0.06 

-3—Blac 

Mn 
0.31 

0.31 

0.29 

0.34 

Je no. b\ 

P 
0.013 

0.016 

0.015 

0.010 

3 from L 

Table 2 Chemical Analysis (wt%) 
S 

0.015 

0.015 

0.015 

0.006 

PA 

SI 
0.71 

0.73 

0.71 

0.62 

Ni 
4.30 

4.39 

4.11 

4.21 

Cr 
16.53 

16.44 

16.98 

15.75 

Mo 
0.06 

0.07 

0.06 

0.19 

Cu 
3.13 

3.10 

3.15 

3.07 

Nb 
0.46 

0.49 

0.46 

0.49 

Ta 
0.03 

0.02 

0.02 

0.01 

L2-2—Blade no. 115 from LP A 
L2-1—Blade no. 150 from LP B 
LPA-L3—Unidentified blade from L-3 row of low pressure turbine A 
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Discussion and Conclusions 
The data Indicate that both corrosion and mechanical fatigue are participating in the blade 
failures. The pitting conrosion and stress corosion cracking appear to be more severe on the 
half of the blade toward the trailing edge. The most common corrosive species, chlorides and 
sulfur compounds were not detected in the deposits but these are generally very soluble and 
may have been reduced to undetectable levels by condensate leaching of the surface. The 
association of the copper with pits suggests that plating of this element from solution may have 
been the primary driving force for pitting. The dissolution of the blade alloy and diffusion of 
anions due to charge balance considerations within the pits would then create the acidic 
conditions conducive to stress conrosion cracking at the bottom of the pit. 

In summary, it appears that the most likely failure scenario is pitting and stress conrosion 
cracking Initiated first and then fatigue drove crack extension from these small stress 
concentrations. 

The presence of copper suggests that copper components such as condenser tubes elsewhere 
in the boiler are experiencing significant conrosion. High copper contents in the feedwater could 
be contributing to problems elsewhere including in the watenwalls of the boiler. Silica and 
alumina found in the deposits are likely carry over in the feedwater. The magnetite deposits 
may suggest significant exfoliation is occurring in the superheater and reheater sections of the 
boiler. 

If the Metallurgy Lab can be of further assistance, please call us at (704)875-5275. 

^ ^ ? - J ^ 
C. R. Frye, P.E. 
Senior Engineer 
Materials, Metallurgy & Piping 
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Figure: 1 LPA blade 115. number 4 in group. Macro 01 
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Figure: 2 LPA blade 58, start of group. Macro-06 
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Figure: 3 LPB blade 150, third in group. Macro -04 
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Figure: 4 LPB blade 150, third in group. Enlarged View of cracks looking î iacro-os 
on concave side (opposite side of Figure 3) 
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Figure: 5 LPB blade 150, third in group. Enlarged View of cracks looking 
on concave side (opposite side of Figure 3) 

Macro-08 

Figure: 6 Fracture surfaces from LPA-115 (left) and LPA-58 blades that Macro-i2 
were broken as received in laboratory. MacrQ-i4 
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Figure: 7 .L-3 blade as-received, 
crack in tenon. 

Note crack in shroud aligned with Macro-16 

Figure: 8 SEM micrograph of fracture face near leading edge of blade 
from LPA. Features are characteristic of striated fatigue. 

SEM^3a 
SEI 
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Figure: 9 SEM micrograph of fracture face near trailing edge of blade 
from LPA. Features are characteristic of striated fatigue. 

SEM-04 
SEI 

Figure: 10 SEM micrograph of opened crack near leading edge of blade SEM-02 

from LPB. Features are characteristic of striated fatigue. ® '̂ 
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Figure: 11 Fracture produced in lab by opening crack in tenon, 
secondary cracking at top edge of picture 

Note SEM-08 
SEI 

• »'* '•^^^n^msiiiM^hHmkm-immimf 

Figure: 12 Transverse cross section through crack in LPB blade (axis 
of blade runs into paper). Cracking is mixed transgranular 
and intergranular. 

Micro-01a 
Villela's etch 
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Figure: 13 Stress corrosion cracking at base of a pit on convex 
surface. Micro-03 

Villela's etch 

i . i . • 
I 

•^•••'^'•^•«/-.^-p^f.h<5-!!-?S 

Figure: 14 Cross section through typical deposit on convex face 
Note copper association with pits. 

Micra-04 
Unetched 
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Figure: 15 Section through crack in tenon. Axis of tenon is parallel to 
crack. Peened head is at upper left. 

Micro-09 
Unetd^d 

iN^W^W^I | i «»Mi | ^ ^ 

Figure: 16 Secondary cracking along main crack in tenon. Edge at 
bottom of photo is surface of main crack parallel to tenon 
axis. 

Micro-14 
Villela's etch 
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Figure: 17 Deposit particles scraped from the surface of one of the LPA 
L-2 blades. Lighter areas indicate the presence of heaver 
elements such a copper, iron, chromium and nickel. 

SEM-01 
BEI 

u 
l l t U t U 4 4 j ; U f 

M bvUiJ 
I S$ 1 U I U » 9< I <JS * • as T TJ I u * »» 

Figure: 18 EDS spectra of particles at left and bottom of Figure 13. 
Composition variation is typical from particle to particle. 

3791-3-02 
3791-3-03 
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Figure: 19 EDS spectrum of material in L-3 tenon crevice. 3791-L3 
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Figure: 20 Angular magnetic deposits under shroud. 

50 mil 

Stereo-03 
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(614) 297-6223 
December 27. X984 

Aaeclcaa Electric Pover Service Corp. 
One Hiverside Plaza 
P.. 0. BoK 16631 
CoXwabuB. Ohio 43216-6631 

kttxkx . I^^^qodge . 

Subject: zinner Geaerating Plaot.** Study of 
Sbrliak Fit and gccentric Loading of VB Rotors 

Beiar Steve: 

Enclosed Is the report-detailing the results of the subject studies on the 
Hestingbouse LP rotor at tinnier. A suoatary of this lafonnatlon vas sea t t o 
you last week. This cooqiletes the work scope authorized In your order 
66566-6l0-4N^ our CHB-92003. 

Please l̂ t us know if you have any additional questions* 

Very truly youte. 

-UJ.^Uue'^-^ 
P, L. Ueiasmao 
Special Sales Kepreaeatatlve 

PW/er 
EncX. 
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ANERICAK aECTRIC POUER 

ZIMHER UNIT 

CNE 92003 {23A4162) 

12/20/64 

Abstract: This study was commissioned to analyze the feasibility of cbaoging 

the LP inlet steam conditions from a nuclear cycle to a fossil 

cycle-

The results indicate the conversion is feasible and that up to 

70tf*F inlet ler^erature is acceptable. 
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The foIlowiBg higbl lghto e re the findinge regarding whether or not the t P ' s 
o o C66B'0 ZiMsmt #1 u n i t * e o a l d be changed f r o a n u c l e a r c y c l e a t e a a 
condl t io iw ( typ ica l 493*P LP i i i l e t ) t o f o e a i l cycle a%eam condi t ions (700*F 
UP l a l e t ) s 

U The o ta t iona iy coi^OQento have been revieved and wore found to have oo 
problem a t 700*? i n l e t t o n p e r a c u r e * Actual . .8tceoo • a l u e a were 
coBpAred t;o t e spe ra tu r e dependent allowable atreaaea tha t have been 
developed for the n a t e r i a l o used. Al l valoea pass e a s i l y . 

2 . The ro t a t ing conponenta* were analysed and the only area of concern was 
' t h e shr ink f i t on ' the f i r s t d i s c on the UP shaft» The following 
h ighl igh ts the f i nd ings : 

a* The d i s c f l has .102' ' shrink f i t on dla» a t 0 RFM* Note: d i s c 
bore i s 40.000 d i a . nominal. 

h» At 1000 Rim, t h e d i s c l o s e s .062 f i t due t o CF a lone» not 
incloding teoqperature effects» leaving .040 res idual f i t . 

c» T b e r s a l g r a d i e n t s d u r i n g a co ld , a t a r t , assuming 672*F i n l e t 
tempecatore (scse t a b l e I Cor projected worst case r a d i a l 
temperature g r a d i e n t s ) , are projected to cause a loss of f i t of 
• 035. This adds t o the CF lo s s of f l tp leaving •005 f ina l f i t . 
Any value exceeding .000 i s acceptable* 

d . Thermal g r a d i e n t s du r ing a co ld s t a r t , assuming 700^F I n l e t 
temperature causes a loss of f i t of •0365, (leaving .0035 f i n a l 
f i t . This i s more marginal than 2(c) but i s . acceptable, 

e* Removing row IR increases d i sc neck s t r e s se s due • co eccen t r i c 
loading, but they a re acceptab le . Ta.ble'Z summarises s t r e s s e s a t 
several c r i t i c a l l o c a t i o n s . . All s t r e s s e s can be found In the 
computer output located in the Appendix. Shrink Cic la advereely 
impacted by an a d d i t i o n a l .0003, but t h i s should not be a problem 
s ince the i n l e t temperature .wi l l be much lower with row IR removed 
<i.e« 582'*F)» hence negating a concern regarding shrink f i t . 

One lalght be concerned t h a t the .0035 f i t remaining due to a 700*P i n l e t 
may be within the c a l c u l a t i o n accuracy, spec i f i ca l ly regarding project ing 
thermal g rad ien t s . A more eisactlag ca lcu la t ion Is ava i l ab le , but 
a d d i t i o n a l design e f fo r t would require approxlnat'ely four weeks* I t a l so 
r e q u i r e s , as input, a time h i s to ry of flows and temperatures. 

Boweve.r, the .0035 f i t remaining due to a 700*F cold s t a r t i s conaervative 
s i n c e i t resulted from an ana lys i s a t the d isc c e n t e r l l o e . Since the dlOc 
o u t l e t i s s ign i f i can t ly cooler than the d i sc cen tec l ine . I t w i l l have 
a d d i t i o n a l f i t . As l o n g as t h e r e la f i t r e n a i n i o g a t any d i s c bore 
l o c a t i o n , there wi l l be no problem. 
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A point worth aentlooing is that loss of fit, if it happened, would be a 
tes^rary condition* For exaaple, doting a cold start, -the disc nlfl^ lose 
fit Z hour.s into the start up» but regain it 4 hours into the. cycle as the 
rotor teioperature **catche8 up** to the disc tjemperature • See Figure 1 for 
an analysis -on a nuclear LF rotor similar to CCSB* At steady state, Che 
ahrinfc fit Is probably cloae to .015. 

The bottom line is that . a 700*F inlet temperature is acceptable. 
Sufficient margin exists in all analyses and, therefore, no additional 
studies are recommended. 

m c J ^ ^ 
Robert M, Lloyd 
Charlotte Product Engineering 
Westinghouae-Steam Turbine Division 
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SepS^ypber 24» 1984 

Anerican Blec t r i c Fewer Service Corporation 
One Rivers ide Flaza 
F.0« Box 16631 
Columbus^ Ohio 423X6-6631 

Attn: H T . Steve Hodge 

Dear Steve: 

Westinghouse. LP tbrh ine a t the 
gimmer Plant 

In response ' to severa l quest ions ra i sed by A.E.F. during our conference 
c a l l discussion oo Septeiriyer 5 , the Vestinghouse Steam Turbine ^ o e r a t o r 
Division i n Orlando, Florida has answered as follows: 

A. Case 1 - As I n s t a l l e d IP des ign , pressure-flow at the entrance 
to the LP tu rb ines -

6,675,928 l b . / h e . 
176 ps l a 
1362.0 BTO/lb, 
672.0 deg. F 

:B. Case 2 - LP with f i r s t s tage removed, pfes'sufe-flow a t the entrance 
to the LP tu rb ines -

6,520,000 l b . / h r , 
116 p a i s 
1319.0 BTO/lb. 
SB2.0 deg. F <2nd s tage temp.) 

Based on our engineering evaluat ion and experience, the use of 650*F at the 
tu rb ine I n l e t i s considered acceptable with one reservation.. A s h e l l 
analysj^s of the No. 1 disc under the f i r s t three s tages should be performed 
to verify t igh tness at t h i s e levated temperature* If loosening i s indicated , 
a t igh ten ing procedure would be developed. This would require returning 
Che to tore to Westinghouse, de-s tacking the d i scs , t i gh ten ing , re-s tscklng 
d iscs and re turning the rotors to t he Zimmer Plant . This analysis can be 
performed at a pr ice of $9,800.00 and w i l l require about 2 months. An 
approximate pr ice t o work on the r o t o r s a t our f a c i l i t y i o Char lo t te , NC 
( i f needed) i s $700,000,00, 
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Operatioa a t 650*F wi th f i r s t s t age removed voold r equ i re t h a t a study of 
the e c c e n t r i c loading on t h e Ho. 1 disc bo perforasdi t h i s w i l l ttfw about 
2 m n t h s and cos t $9,800.00. The shr i idc-f i t ana lys i s would not be needed. 

Kethods you adght consider t o reduce teaq>evature t o 6S0*P a r e : 

a ) reduce IP i n l e t temperature about 40 deg. F — pressure-flow 
would then be ** 

6,675,298 l b . / h r . 
174 ps ia 
1350 BTO/lb. 
650»F 

b) reduce t he flow r e s i s t a n c e of t he LP tu rb ine i n i t i a l s tages 
(Itestini^ouse to change gauging of. f i r s t two rows of s ta t ionary 
s t a g e s ) - t o allow hot reheat temperature to be maintained a t 
1000"F — pressure-flow would then be -

6,675,298 l b . / h r . 
16Q ps i a 
1350 BTU/lb, 
650"? 

• NOTE: Approxudate cost for tvo rows of s ta t ionary blading Is 
$153,000.00. 

If operat ion a t I n l e t temperatures grea ter than 650"F i s t o be considered 
Hestinghouse wi l l need to perform a f i n i t e element ana ly s i s of the No. 1 
inner cy l inde r , bol t ing of the No. 1 loner cyl inder and the ro to r . This 
a n a l / s l s can be completed In 8 moatha and w i l l cost $89,500,00 net . 

Terms and condit ions of sa le for a study w i l l be per Westinghouse Sel l ing 
Policy 1270 dated Movember 1, 1982, copy enclosed. Please l e t us know 
whieh approach you w i l l be consider ing. 

Very t ru ly yours . 

^K ^^' 
p . L. WelssQiao 
Special Sales Representative 
E l e c t r i c O t l l l t y Sales 

PLW/d 
Enclosure 
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Anerican B lec t r i c Fover Service Corp* 
One Rivers ide Plsca 
P.0« Box 16631 
Columbus, Ohio 43216-6631 

Subject : Zimmer Plant - Westinghouse LP Rotors 

Shrink F i t and Eccen t r ic Loading Studies 

A t tn : 5 . Jlodge 

Dear S teve: 
The following i s a sumnaty of oar work to date on the subject s tudios 
fo r AKP* . Our f i na l report w i l l be ava i l ab le next tireek. 

1 . He have reviewed the s t a t i o n a r y components and find them t o be 
acce^ttable for operation a t 7(>0*F i n l e t temperature. Actual 
s t r e s s values were compared to teniperature dependent allowable 
s t r e s s e s that have been developed for the mater ia ls used. All 
values were Veil v i tb in our design l i m i t s . 

2* The only concern that arose In the analys is of the ro ta t ing com
ponents was the shrink f i t on the f i r s t d i sc on the LP shaf t . The 
following highlights our f ind ings : 

a . The f i r s t disc has a .102 inch shrink f i t on Che diameter at 
2ero RPM. The d isc bore i s 40 inches diameter nominal. 

b . At 1800 RPM, the d i s c l o s e s .062 inch f i t due to CF which leaves 
.040 Iqch residual f i t * 

c . Our analysis concerned i t s e l f with the worst case condition which 
i s a theroal 'gradlent expeclenced during a cold s t a r t . Assuming 
a 672**P In le t temperature causes an add i t iona l loss of f i t of 
•035 Inch, t h i s leaves .00^ Inch shrink f i t which Is acceptable 
(anything greater than .OOO i s acceptable) . Assuming a 700*F 
i n l e t temperature causes a loss of f i t of .0365 inch, t h i s 
leaves .0035 inch shrink f i t which i s acceptable , 

3 , Regarding the removal of row IR from the LP r o t o r s , t h i s increases the 
d i sc neck s t resses due to e c c e n t r i c loading* This was found to be 
accep tab le . This shrink f i t i s a l so adversely impacted by approximately 
.0003 inch but t h i s i s no problem since the I n l e t temperature v i l l be 
much lower in this .case (approximately 582*F). This eliminates a 
concert! regarding shrink f i t . 
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In summary, operation at 672^F lalet temperature co the LP elements is 
acceptable to .Vestinghouse. It appears that operation at 7&0'P inlet 
temperature to the LP elements Is also acceptable though the atargln 
io decreased somewhat by the additional 28"F temperature, tie are 
concerned that l:he •0Q3S inch fit remaining at - 700^ may be within 
oar cslculatiott accuracy, particularly regarding |>roJ acted thermal 
gradients. A more exacting calculation is available but this requires 
approximately, four weeks to perform and was not- possible to do given the 
time constraints Imposed. This calculation also requires as input 
a time history of flows and temperatures. 

Again, it should be emphasised that the analysis was done for the worst 
case of a cold startup condition. At steady state conditions, the shrink 
fit is approximately .015 inch. Therefore, a determination should be made 
by A£F as to what Inlet conditions the rotor will see during startup. 
If the maximum Is 672"F, then the rotors are acceptable and no further 
analysis is necessary* If the maximum Is 700*'F, we believe the rotors are 
acceptable but would require further analysis to produce a recommendation. 

Our final report will be available next week. Until then, if you have 
any questions, please let us know. 

/ - i^^jc--^ u. '-<. sM£^<^c 
P. L« Welsaman 
Special Sales Representative 
Blectric Utility Sales 


